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(Denmark); and an "Open Forum on the Section's activities."

The program for New Delhi in 1992 is shaping up as the following: "Acquisitions in India, "South Asian Collections in Libraries of the European Community," "Resource Sharing, Conspectus and Core Collections," and a workshop on "New Media (Electronic publishing, CD-ROM, etc.)."

The program for Barcelona (1993) is less developed, but there will probably be discussion of "Weeding policy."

Leonhard encouraged members of the Committee or IFLA, etc., to send their own comments to IFLA Headquarters regarding the results of the IFLA Working Group on South Africa, but the Section will not comment.

The second meeting of the Standing committee took place on August 22, 1990.

The draft of the MTP for 1992-97 was distributed and discussed. Judy McDermott will work on this draft.

Fred Lynden (Brown) is preparing a questionnaire on price data and asked for the support of the Section which was given.

Charles Willett addressed the Standing Committee regarding "the literature of dissent," (materials which are not purchased or collected because of "their critical attitude towards the established western public opinion."

Willett felt that the Section should do something about this.

The draft proposal on differential pricing was read and discussed. As stated earlier, the proposal will be discussed by the IFLA Professional Board in November.

A report on the situation in Romania with the libraries was given by Ulla Hojsgaard (Denmark). Hojsgaard urged libraries not to send materials to Romania unless it is known that they are needed since many of the libraries are being barraged with unneceded materials consuming time, space, and money.

Next year IFLA will meet in Moscow. I wonder what that will be like? 🐱

---
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**DEADLINES**

Well, last issue, we listed the 1991 deadline dates as 1990! Oops!

Here they are one more time!!

How about sending us something?!!

📅 April 1991 deadline: March 1, 1991


📅 September 1991 deadline: July 30, 1991


Remember if you have something important, we may be able to make room for it regardless of the deadline! And everything you think is important is important! This means YOU.